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Α new optical method for measuring the optical activity of crystals is
developed. Temperature dependence of gyration component g11 of ferroelectric 1ead germanate is measured. The obtained results confirm that 1ead
germanate may be considered as a gyroelectríc crystal.
PACS numbers: 77.80.—e

1. Introduction

Studying the optical activity (OA) of crystals for the light propagation directions different from the optical axes directions is connected with certain difficulties.
Up to now few methods for this aim are developed, among them the methods of
analysis of the light polarization characteristics [1, 2] and the methods basing on
direct measurement of the light intensity [3, 4]. Α new optical method for measurement of the OΑ of crystals is developed in this paper and successfully applied to
investigation of OΑ of the ferroelectric lead germanate (LG) crystals (Pb5Ge3O11)•
Investigations of temperature dependencies of LG OΑ had been performed earlier
by several authors (see, for example [5-7]), but they had concerned mainly the
optical axis direction (gyration component g 33 ). The temperature behaviour of
g11 component during ferroelectric phase transition was still unknown.
2. Experimental method

The present method for studying the OΑ foresees the measurements of
polarization azimuth χ and ellipticity ε of the polarized light emergent from a
crystal sample. The measurements of X are performed by a "null" method in
polarizer-sample—analyzer (PSA) optical system, and the measurements of ε in
polarizer—sample-compensator-analyzer (PSCA) system, where a quarter-wave
plate is used as a compensator. Besides, the procedures of coordination of polarizer,
(571)
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analyzer and compensator scales in polarizer-analyzer (ΡΑ) and polarizer—compensator—analyzer (PCA) systems are also used. As it was done in [3, 4], polarization azimuths of the incident light (Fig. 1b) are chosen to be small. The values X
and ε measured under such conditions are calculated [8] by Jones matrix method
[9] (see formulae (Α9), (A11) of Appendix). Experimental dependencies X versus
θ and ε versus θ give the possibility to determine a characteristic ellipticity ε0
related to an invariant polarization azimuth Ο0 (see Appendix):
where Δ, k denote, respectively, the phase difference and the ellipticity of the
eigenwaves in crystal. The effective parasitic parameters of the optical system, p0
and δχ, are defined by formulae (Α15).
It is clear from Eqs. (Α19), (A11) that a linear birefringence Δn may be
derived from the derivatives of χ versus θ and ε versus θ lines. Using the analysis
of experimental dependencies of ε0 value on temperature on the basis of Eq. (1),
the ellipticity k and gyration g = 2k^Δn may be calculated, where n is the mean
refractive index.
The suggested method unites the advantages of HAUP-method [4] (the use
of small Θ azimuths, were χ on θ and ε on Θ dependencies are linear, in contrast to
[2], as well as the preventation of systematic errors due to consistent consideration
of the imperfections of optical system) with the experimental simplicity of po
larimetric azimuth measurements [1, 2] (accurate absolute intensity measurements
[3, 4] require precise complex experimental apparatus). From analytical point of
view the accuracies of measuring the OA and birefringence by HAUP-method and
the present method must be same. Moreover as in [4], the present method enables
to determine a rotation of optical indicatrix of crystals from the measurements of
invariant azimuth θ0 position [8].
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3. Results and discussion
The present method was applied to the measurement of the temperature
dependence of g11 component of LG (phase transition 6 —> 3 at Τc=450K).The
measurements were performed using a He-Ne laser beam (wavelength 632.8 nm),
which propagated along [100] direction of the specimen of 1.52 mm thickness.
The temperature of specimen was controlled with the accuracy of ±0.01 K. The
accuracy of azimuth measurements was about 5 x 10 -4 deg.
The procedure of determining the ε0 value at Τ = 291.4 K is presented
in Fig. 2 as an example. The measurements of absolute values of azimuths θ, X

and χC (see Appendix) are equivalent to the realization of accurate orientation
of crystal sample in optical system. Since it is an extremely difficult problem [4],
are used in experiment. One can see that the
only relative values θ', χ'C
χ' and
0 of polarizer scale
to the invariant azimuth 00, may be
, corresponding
showing
θ'
determined from the intercept of PA and PSA lines (Fig. 2). Then, the ellipticity
ε0 is defined as ε0 =χ'C—X'atθ'0point.ThevaluecosΔmaybecalculated
simultaneously as
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The temperature dependencies of ε0 and cos Δ for single domain LG are
depicted in Figs. 3a, 4a. Since both p 0 and δχ from Eq. (1) are assumed to be

independent of temperature, the dependence of εp0 on cot(Δ/2) for paraelectric
phase, where k = 0 according to symmetry considerations, must be linear. The
experimental data are in good agreement with these assumptions (Fig. 3b). The
values p 0 = -5.43 x 10 -4 and δχ = 9.10 x 10 -4 are obtained on this basis. It
enables to determine the temperature dependencies of k and then g 11 (Fig. 3a).
As it may be seen, the values k, p 0 and δX are of the same order of magnitude,
i.e. consideration of the polarizers imperfection parameters is a crucial condition
of correct measurement of the OA of crystals.
The divergence of ε 0 at Τ0 = 353.9 K is only due to the temperature behaviour of the last term in Eq. (1). Really, since Δ = 2πm at Τ0, where m is integer
(see also Fig. 4a), the term δχcot(Δ/2) will have a divergence at this temperature.
The character of temperature dependence of g 11 component is similar to the
one of g 33 component, the saturated values are about 9.9 x 10 -5 and 4.2 x 10 -5
[6, 7], respectively. The eroding of phase transition is insignificant. It must be
noted that g 11 value obtained in the present paper differs essentially from the
result for LG OA dispersion published earlier in [7] (4.9 x 10 -5 for 633 nm).
However, the experiments [7] were performed using a rough procedure of crystal
sample orientation in optical system [1] and less precise apparatus. Moreover, the
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assumption about linear polarization of the incident light was used [1] with no
consideration of the polarizers imperfections.
The ferroelectric LG may be considered as gyroelectric crystal, according
to well-known Aizu classification [10], in spite of that the paraelectric phase of
LG is not centrosymmetric. In fact, one can derive that g11 depends linearly on
spontaneous polarization Ρs taken from [11] (Fig. 5):
Therefore, the OA of LG is explained completely by a linear spontaneous electrogyration effect, the corresponding coefficient being γ13 = 1.54 x 10 -3 m 2 /C.
Enantiomorphism of LG domains is confirmed also by the usual OA hysteresis
loop obtained on repolarizing the specimen by external electric field (Fig. 6).
In general, the behaviour of the linear birefringence increment δ(Δn yz )
(Fig. 4b) obtained from the data of Fig. 4a is close to the one described in previous
studies of single domain LG [7]. The spontaneous increase δ(Δny z ) in ferroelectric
phase is well explained by a quadratic spontaneous electrooptic effect
where n o and n e are the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices, respectively,
Μ13 Μ33 and Μef — the electrooptic coefficients. According to Fig. 4b, Μef =
0.59 m4/C 2 . This does not differ strongly from the value Μef = 0.51 m4 /C 2 which
may be calculated on the basis of the experimental data [7].
,
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4. Appendix
The Jones vector ΕxyA0 of the light emergent from PA system* may be calculated [8] as
where R(V) is the matrix of rotation on V angle (Fig. la),
vector of the light emergent from polarizer

— the Jones

The parameters p, q are the parasitic ellipticities of the light emergent from polarizer and analyzer, respectively, δθ and δV — the corresponding angular imperfection parameters (see also [4]). Since the light intensity

*All the abbreviations coincide with the ones from [9], specifically the superscripts denote the
axes defining the frame of reference in which Jones matrices and vectors are written.
*An approximation, linear on small values p, q, δθ, δV and others, is used in formulae for
Jones matrices and vectors, and a quadratic one is used in formulae for light intensity.
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Since the conditions of incidence of light on polarizer are invariable for all
discussed optical systems,
Therefore, the δθ parameter is accepted to be equal to zero due to redefinition
of polarizer transmission axis position [8, 12]. However, it is impossible to accept
δV to be equal to zero, because δV-parameter, depending on the conditions of
incidence of light on analyzer, will change its value in various optical systems
[13], i.e. δVPΑ ≠ δVPCΑ, etc. The analyzer parameter q also will be changeable
(qPA ≠ qPCA, etc.).
Under the condition of small azimuths θ of incident light the Jones vector of
the light emergent from analyzer in PSA system will be (Fig. lb):
where TSxy is the Jones matrix of gyrotropic birefringent crystal for the case of
light propagation directions essentially different from the optical axes directions
(k « 1):

Note that the abbreviations q = qPSA and δV = δVPSΑ are introduced into Eqs.
(A3), (A7). The value V = V0PSA corresponding to the minimum of J on V dependence may be calculated, and the polarization azimuth X of the light emergent
from a crystal sample may be obtained on this basis as
since V0PSΑ = χ - θ (Fig. 1b).
The ellipticity ε of the light passing through a crystal sample may be experimentally found from measurements, with the use of minimum intensity method
in PSCA system, of the polarization azimuth XC of the light emergent from a
quarter-wave plate under the condition that the principal axis of a quarter-wave
plate coincides with the position eÁ of analyzer axis in PSA system (Fig. 1b):
The last condition may be realized using the results of coordinating the polarizer,
compensator and analyzer scales in PCA system.
The relationship for ε may be obtained after applying Jones matrix method
in a similar manner to the analysis of PCA and PSCA systems [8]:

Since it is difficult to measure absolute values of θ and X azimuths (see, for
example [4]), we must register an equality of the azimuths of the incident light
and the light emergent from a sample (socalled invariant azimuth) on the basis
of measurements in PA system, i.e. the invariant azimuth θ 0 will be defined only
with the accuracy of δVPΑ:
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Inserting Eq. (A12) into (A9) and (A11), we shall obtain 80 value
and then the value of the characteristic ellipticity ε0 = ε(θ0) [8]:
where

It is clear from Eqs. (Α14), (A15) that the influence of angular parameter δV on
εσ value vanishes under the ideal condition of equality of δV values for all optical
systems in which χ and ε are measured.
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